
REV LAMP
SERIES

Z X

SPORTS & ECO

Perfect for both Sports and Eco-driving!
Select from two Programs for Engine RPM: Sports or Eco Driving

Sequential RPM Alert Lamp System The High-class Aluminum

Cutout Lamps

OBD2

No Wiring Necessary

COUPLER ON

Can be used in conjunction with

Diagnostic Monitor Connected Products

Combination Shift Lamp and ECO Lamp!

The Rev Lamp (highly luminous LED) will come on as a warn-
ing whenever the set engine RPM has been exceeded means 
optimal driving without having to pay attention to the tachom-
eter. Moreover, being able to make RPM settings for both 
“Spor ts Driving Mode” and “ECO Driving Mode” gives you 
one-touch freedom to choose either improved acceleration 
response or better fuel efficiency.

Perfect for Cars “with” or “without” a Built-in Tachometer

The controller includes and built-in tachometer and allows 
one-touch RPM settings. This makes it perfect for all types of 
cars, whether equipped with a tachometer or not!



Z TYPE TYPEXSequential RPM Alert Lamp System The High-class Aluminum Cutout Lamps
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SizeBasic Wiring Specs

[Unit : mm]
Toyota and Daihatsu models For other model cars

※Possible to wire the power to a different place.

LampLamp

※Some model cars installation can
be done by simply wiring to the ECU.
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SHIFT LAMP
Sequential shift lamp

used in F-1 racing

ECO LAMP
Dimmed Lamp

1st (1000rpm before)

2nd (500rpm before)
Light up

SHIFT POINT
Blink

The controller is outfitted with a 
tachometer displaying up to 
9900rpm in units of 100rpm for 
which settings and rpm input 
can be easily made.

No Wiring Necessary; Simply insert the Connector

Tachometer function One-step easy installation is possible 
in some Toyota and Daihatsu cars; 
simply connect to the diagnostic 
monitoring connector. For other 
model cars installation can be done 
by simply wiring to the ECU.
※Can be used in conjunction with other 
PIVOT Diagnostic Monitor Connected 
Products. (wiring to the ECU)

※If you wish to link the lamps to the dimming 
of the small lamps, it is also possible to wire 
to the illumination.

Sequential Shift Lamp (For sporty situations)

With Rev Lamp you get the same kind of sequential shift lamp used in F-1 
racing whereby a signal lamp comes on 1000 rpm before the set shift point 
and at the set shift point all lamps flash and that means you get the perfect 
shift every time without losing power or over revving your engine.

Aluminum Cutout Lamps
(For sporty situations)

The high-class aluminum cutout lamps flash 
brightly at the set shift point giving you a 
precise shift every time.

ECO Lamp (For eco-driving)

Rev Lamp is also perfect for eco-driving, as it 
allows you to set a lower rpm which when 
exceeded, a set of lamps come on to warn 
you of over revving hence preventing poor fuel 
efficiency.

ECO Lamp (For eco-driving)

Rev Lamp is also perfect for eco-driving, as it allows you to set a lower rpm 
which when exceeded, a set of lamps come on to warn you of over revving 
hence preventing poor fuel efficiency.

REV LAMP 　RL-Z (Red LED)   ¥12,800 REV LAMP 　RL-X (Red LED)   ¥14,800

SPORTS
・

ECO
DRIVE

“with” or
“without”
a Built-in
Tachometer

TRANSMISSION

MT・AT
2-pedal MT

■ Setting Mode

SP (SPORTS), EC (ECO), OF (Lamp off)

■ Setting Item

Shift Point Setting; 2000～9900rpm (100rpm unit)
Eco Lamp Setting; 1500～4000rpm (100rpm unit)

■ RPM Display

Display Range; 100～9900rpm (100rpm unit)

■ Compatible Car Models

12V models (including some diesel models)
1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 8 cylinder / Special A car
(Special A = Latest Nissan model cars, etc)

■ Contents of the package

Lamp, Controller, Double-sided Tape, Manual, etc. PIVOT CORPORATION
87-3, Shimookada Okada, Matsumoto-shi, Nagano, 390-0313 JAPAN     TEL 0263-46-5901  pivotjp.com


